
DAKSHIN HARYANA BIJLI VITRAN NIGAM 
Sales Circular No. D- 20/2012 

From 

  CE/Commercial, 
  DHBVN, Hisar. 
 
To 

  All CEs/SEs/XENs/SDOs/OP, 
  JEs-I, Incharge Sub office, in DHBVN. 
 
  Memo No. Ch-20/GM/Comml./R-16/237/2005/F-8       Dated: 02.08.2012 
Subject: -  Settlement of the Pending Electricity Bills of Rural Domestic and  
  Agriculture categories of consumer in rural areas.  
 
  This is with reference to Sales Circular No. D-8/2005 dated 25/6/2005 

vide which a scheme for settlement of pending electricity bills of Rural Domestic and 

Agricultural category of consumers was notified. The defaulting amount as on 

16.06.2005 of the consumers covered under the scheme was to be waived off on 

deposit of current bills by the consumers for next 20 months.  

  For the convenience of the consumers the scheme was extended from 

time to time. However, it was observed that some consumers even after joining the 

scheme could not complete the scheme for 20 months and stopped paying their 

electricity bills in between. As a result their defaulting amount as on 16.06.2005 could 

not be waived off.  

  Keeping in view the demand from various sections of consumers who 

have left the scheme in between and who did not opt for the scheme by 31.03.2007 (i.e. 

completion of 20 months after 17.06.2005) are hereby given a final opportunity to settle 

their defaulting amount/arrears as on 16.06.2005 by depositing their unpaid current bills 

issued after 16.06.2005 without delayed payment surcharge in one go along with 

following late entry fee:-  

  Rs. 500 for Rural Domestic Consumers.  

  Rs. 750 for AP Consumers having connected load upto 15 BHP.  

  Rs. 1000 for AP Consumers having connected load above 15 BHP.  

  On depositing all the current bills w.e.f. 17.6.2005, the arrears as on 

16.6.2005 and delayed payment surcharge levied after 17.6.2005 shall be waived off.  

  The scheme shall be applicable for a period of three months w.e.f 

01.08.2012 during which the consumers can avail the benefits.  

  Wide publicity of the above scheme should be given through print media, 

local cable TV & drum beating and the above instructions may be brought to the notice 

of all concerned for careful and meticulous compliance.     

  

                 
        SE/Commercial            
            for CE/Commercial, 

        DHBVN, Hisar. 


